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It is extremely essential for many organizations today to use only the fastest and all inclusive virtual
directory available. This is because they wish to be able to acquire merged view of all information in
real time. Fortunately, the market offers some great solutions business can make the most of. This
is completely developed and designed in .NET managed code that enhances your infrastructure by
providing your organization with important information transformation as well as virtualization
requirements.

This virtual directory can further provide you with a line of advantages which will certainly help your
organization a lot. First and foremost, a lot of businesses today don't possess single merged domain
or AD forest and due to this, group management has turn out to be difficult to manage and turns out
to be much more complicated because this relates to intricate permission and trusts on forests.
These kinds of issues are given answer having a virtual directory because it supplies robust
management group without any needs on forest trusts.

There are certain things which you can do with the assist of a virtual directory server. Moreover, it
provides you with wide range of capabilities that can make it really essential in your company. First
of all, it enables your users from different LDAP directories to become added as members of a static
group and this may be accomplished without trusts. Subsequent, the users from these separate
directories may be added dynamically to the group according to complying using the criteria being
evaluated.

In addition, the virtual directory may also assist your organization in meeting the audit and
compliance initiatives including that which are needed by particular organizations like Basel II, SOX
as well as other Acts. Using the help of this directory, you are able to have a complete and
comprehensive way of tracking all the activities logged in the directories. This way, you are able to
know what has been used, deleted or modified and restore it in real time whenever you wish to.

A virtual directory should also function as an LDAP proxy which enhances the security in your
system for the information stored in your home directories. Because of these capabilities, most
organizations these days cant do with out a virtual directory.
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